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Wild Lands Advocate 11(1): 15, February 2003 
 

Encouraging Investors in Alberta’s Forest Industry to 
Know Risks and Take Action 
 
The following letter was sent to investors in Alberta’s forest industry. 

 
As conservation organizations, one of our primary objectives is the maintenance of biological diversity in 
the forested lands of Alberta. Through our research into alternative approaches to forest management, it 
has come to our attention that many of the current forestry practices that threaten the sustainability of 
wildlife populations also threaten the sustainability of the forest industry in Alberta. Practices that threaten 
both the ecological and economic sustainability of forestry operations represent a risk to your investment. 
Because of this, we expect that you would be interested in finding out more about the specific problems 
and solutions and bringing these to the attention of the management of the company you have invested in 
or may be advising others to invest in. 
 
Key issues for investors in the Alberta forest industry: 
 

• Assumptions of forest growth in Alberta are largely borrowed from other jurisdictions. We have a 
poor understanding of how fast trees will actually regrow after harvesting, and this places the 
Alberta forest industry at risk in the longer term. Indications are that currently used estimates of 
forest growth seriously overestimate regeneration rates.1 

• The volume of timber harvested in relation to the amount that can be sustained by annual tree 
growth has been maximized, leaving no margin for error.2 

• Removal of wood by fire and the activities of the petroleum industry are substantial, but are not 
included in Annual Allowable Cut calculations. Therefore, a timber shortage is predicted for the 
Alberta forest industry.3,4 

• The size of tree available in Alberta is declining as old-growth is harvested unsustainably. The 
Alberta sawlog industry is particularly at risk.5 

• Many retailers world-wide have made commitments to avoid purchasing wood products that 
originate from endangered forests.6 The lack of forested protected areas combined with the 
intensive industrial development in Alberta is causing the international conservation community to 
consider Alberta’s forests to be endangered.  

• There is a growing trend to forest certification—if the Alberta forest industry cannot meet 
ecological standards, they will be denied access to markets.6 

 
Alberta’s forest policy and practice must be changed to provide a sustainable industry for the long-term 
benefit of our forests, forest industry and forest dependent communities. Endangered forests need to be 
protected to meet the demands of many retailers. Forest management needs to be improved to meet the 
certification standards of FSC. These measures will ensure more secure investment opportunities. 
 
We urge you to raise the issues outlined in this letter with the management of the company you have 
invested in or may advise others to invest in. It would also be useful to write to the Premier of Alberta, as 
provincial government policy currently presents a barrier to the implementation of improved forest 
management.  
  
Please contact me if you want more information. 
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Yours truly, 
Helene Walsh 
For Alberta Conservation Groups 
 

1. A report prepared for the Alberta government warns: “The stability of Alberta’s forestry sector is 
at risk unless a more rigorous, science-based process is adopted to predict forest growth.”  

2. A recent analysis by the Pembina Institute (an Alberta-based independent, not-for-profit 
environmental policy research and education organization) concludes: “The volume of timber 
harvested in relation to the annual allowable cut …as defined by the Alberta government is 
virtually maximized.”  

3. Schneider, R. R. 2002. Alternative futures: Alberta’s boreal forest at the crossroads.  
4. Pembina Institute: “Based on our estimated Timber Sustainability Index, Alberta went from a 

‘surplus’ of 4.7 in 1964 to a timber sustainability ‘deficit’ of 0.83 by 1999. In other words more 
timber is being liquidated than is being replenished through natural growth and regeneration.” 

5. Schneider, R. R. 2002. Alternative futures: Alberta’s boreal forest at the crossroads. 
6. Global concerns over forest sustainability is translating into market activity. Increasingly, 

customers are shifting purchases of forest products away from endangered forests and are 
demanding that forest products instead come from well-managed forests. High profile customers 
like Home Depot, Lowes, Menards, IKEA, Centex, Kauffman and Broad, B&Q and many more 
have made commitments to either avoid wood from endangered forests or prefer wood from 
Forest Stewardship Council certified forests, or both. Environmental groups across North 
America are beginning to focus attention on the boreal forests of Canada, and Alberta clearly 
presents a jurisdiction where many improvements need to be made. 

 
 


